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ABSTRACT

A new recursive augmented Lagrangian (AL) algorithm
is presented for the module and phase reconstruction of a
3D wave �eld from intensity-only measurements on two
or more sensor planes at different axial positions. The
wave �eld reconstruction is framed as a constrained non-
linear optimization problem allowing to involve prior in-
formation on a wave �eld of interest. The main goal is to
design the algorithm which is more accurate than the con-
ventional ones such as the well-known Gerchberg�Saxton
algorithms and their multiple modi�cations [1]-[5]. A nu-
merical study of the proposed AL algorithm for various
types of the object modulation shows a better accuracy of
wave �eld reconstruction and better imaging for different
setup parameters comparing with the successive iterative
method, originated in [3].

1. INTRODUCTION

Let u0(x) and ur(x), r = 1;K, denote complex-valued
wave �eld distributions at the object and observation (sen-
sor) planes, respectively, given in lateral coordinates x 2
R2. The index r corresponds to a distance zr between the
parallel object and the r� th observation planes, andK is
a number of the observation planes. In discrete modeling
all continuous variables x are replaced by the digital ones
with the following replacements of the continuous distri-
butions by their discrete counterparts: u0(x) ! u0[k],
ur(x)! ur[k] with integer arguments k.
The discrete intensity observations are given in the

form
or[k] = jur[k]j2 + "r[k]; r = 1;K, (1)

where the wave �eld intensity (power) is measured with
an additive random errors "r[k]. We assume that the noise
is zero-mean Gaussian, "r[k] � N (0; �2r).
The problem is to reconstruct pixelated complex-valued

wave �eld distributions uo[k] and ur[k] at the object and
sensor planes from the data (1). The problem setup is il-
lustrated in Fig.1. �z is the distance between the obser-
vation planes.
This distribution (image) restoration is known as an

inverse problem. For simplicity, we denote images as vec-
tors in Rn by concatenating their column and use bold

Figure 1. Multiple plane wave �eld reconstruction sce-
nario: uo[k] and ur[k] are discrete complex amplitudes at
the object and measurement planes respectively, r = 1;K

lower case characters for these vectors. Then, the wave
�eld propagation from a diffraction (object) plane with
a complex-valued distribution u0 gives a complex-valued
distribution ur at the r � th image (sensor) plane as

ur = Aru0, (2)

where Ar is the propagation operator (complex-valued
matrix) from the object to the r � th plane.
We consider a coherent light scenario with a parax-

ial wave �eld propagation model based on the Rayleigh-
Sommer�eld equations. The operator Ar in (2) is spec-
i�ed by discretization of this modeling. It can be con-
volutional single or double size model, angular spectrum
decomposition (ASD) [6], or recent discrete diffraction
transforms in matrix (M-DDT) [7] or frequency (F-DDT)
forms [8]. These DDTmodels are obtained for the Fresnel
approximation of the Rayleigh-Sommer�eld integral and
enable an accurate pixel-to-pixel mapping of the pixelated
u0 to ur.
With the vector-matrix notation (2) the observation equa-

tion (1) takes the form

or = jurj
2 + "r; r = 1;K, (3)

where the modulus j � j and square j � j2 are the point-wise
operations applied to the elements of the corresponding
vectors.



2. VARIATIONALWAVE FIELD
RECONSTRUCTION

In this article, we do not follow any variant of Gerchberg-
Saxton or Fienup's error-reduction algorithms [1], [2], [9]
but rather apply the maximum likelihood style approach.
For the Gaussian noise distribution and the observation
model (3) it results in the following criterion

J =
X
r

1

2�2r
jjor � jurj

2jj22 + � � pen(u0); (4)

where the norm jj�jj22 is Euclidean and the power in jurj2
is an element-wise operation. The �rst summand in (4) is
obtained as the main term of the minus logarithm of the
Gaussian likelihood function corresponding to the obser-
vation model (3), and the second summand is the penalty
(regularization) including the prior on the object distribu-
tion u0 to be reconstructed.
The wave �eld reconstruction is formulated as the fol-

lowing optimization problem:

û0 = argmin
u0

X
r

1

2�2r
jjor � jurj

2jj22 + (5)

+� � pen(u0)
subject to ur = Aru0.

with the only unknown variable u0 and the distributions
ur calculated according to the forward propagation mod-
els (2).
The parameter � in (5) de�nes a balance between the

accuracy of the observation �tting and the prior. If � = 0
the solution û0 minimizes

P
r

1

2�2r
jjor � jurj2jj22 ignor-

ing the fact that the data or are noisy. It can result in noisy
and non-smooth û0. If � > 0 and large then the noise ef-
fects are well suppressed but the solution û0 can be over-
smoothed with important features lost. A proper selection
of � known as a regularization parameter is an important
point of the variation formulation in inverse imaging.

3. AUGMENTED LAGRANGIAN ALGORITHM

The augmented Lagrangian (AL) method, introduced in-
dependently by Hestenes [10] and Powell [11] is now clas-
sical for the minimization of functionals in presence of
linear equality constraints.
The augmented Lagrangian corresponding to (5) is of

the form

L(u0; furg; f�rg) = (6)X
r

1

�2r
[
1

2
jjor � jurj2jj2 +

1

r
jjur �Ar � u0jj2 +

+
2

r
Ref��Tr (ur �Ar � u0)g] + �jju0jj22:

The Lagrangian based optimization is associated with
the saddle problem, which requires minimization on u0;
furg and maximization on the vector of the Lagrange
multipliers f�rg. The parameters r are positive.

In AL both the linear and quadratic terms in (6) corre-
spond to the linear constrains ur�Ar �u0 = 0. If we keep
only the quadratic terms the augmented Lagrangian be-
comes the penalty criterion, which assumes that the penalty
coef�cients

1

r
are large. As a rule it leads to compu-

tational dif�culties because this criterion can be very ill-
conditioned. If we keep only the linear terms the aug-
mented Lagrangian becomes the standard Lagrangian. How-
ever, the saddle-point of this standard Lagrangian is unsta-
ble. It results in the problems with numerical solutions.
The stability of the saddle-point of the augmented La-
grangian keeping both the linear and quadratic terms is
one of the principal advantages of this criterion.
The proposed algorithm corresponding to a recursive

optimization of the criterion L(u0; furg; f�rg) is com-
bined from the following successive steps :

AL Phase Algorithm (7)
1. Set t = 0 (initialization), u0;0, �r;0,
2. Repeat, t = 0; 1; ::: for r = 1;K
3. ur;t+1=2 = Ar � u0;t;
4. ur;t+1(k) = G(or(k);ur;t+1=2(k);�r;t(k));

5. u0;t+1 = (
X
r

1

r�
2
r

A�T
r Ar + � � In�n)�1 �

X
r

1

r�
2
r

A�T
r (ur;t+1 +�r;t),

6. �r;t+1 = �r;t + �r � (ur;t+1 � ur;t+1=2);
7. Stop

In other words the algorithm (7) calculate the estimate
û0 = maxf�rgminu0;furg L(u0; furg; f�rg). In Step 4
G(or(k);ur;t(k);�r;t(k)) is a solution of the minimiza-
tion minfurg L(u0; fur;tg; f�r;tg). Step 5 updates the
reconstruction of the object distribution u0;t+1, used in
Step 3 for prediction of the wave �eld distribution at the
r � th plane. Step 6 de�nes the updates of the Lagrange
multipliers.

4. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

The numerical experiments are performed for the ampli-
tude (AM; �0[k] = 0) and phase modulation (PM; ju0[k]j
= 1) of an object distribution of the form u0[k] = ju0[k]j �
exp(j � �0[k]). The results are presented for t = 100 iter-
ations of the algorithm.
In our simulation study we consider the selection of

the algorithm parameters {r,�r; �} and analyze the per-
formance of the AL algorithm. AsN �M test-images we
use the gray-scale lena, binary chessboard and the smooth
Mexican Hat of the corresponding sizes 256� 256; 128�
128; 200 � 200, respectively. Then n = N �M . The last
test image is a discrete sample from

u0(x) = �
4

3
p
�
� (jjxjj2 � 2) � exp(�1

2
jjxjj2); (8)

for the 2D discrete grid �6 � (x1; x2) � 6 with the dis-
cretization step equal to 0:025.



We assume that sensor and object distributions are pix-
elated with square pixels��� and 100% �ll factor,� =
6:7�m. In the numerical experiments the following setup
parameters are used: the wavelength � = 532nm (corre-
sponding to a Nd:YAG green laser), the distance between
the observation planes �z = 1 mm (as in [4] with the
best results of the successive iterative method). A signif-
icant role in the wave �eld reconstruction accuracy plays
the number of measurement planesK, which varies in the
interval [2; 15]. The "in-focus" distance is calculated as
zf = N � �2=� (for square N � N test images), and
the distance between the object and the �rst measurement
planes z1 = d � zf is expressed through the "in-focus"
distance zf with the scale parameter d. In the presented
results d = 2. Effects of the measurement quantization in
the observation planes are out of the scope in this work,
and we assume that double precision data are given. The
wave �eld reconstruction accuracy is calculated via the
root-mean-square error (RMSE).
It is found that u0;0 = 1

2 � 1n�1 is a good initial guess
for both the amplitude u0[k] = ju0[k]j � exp(j � 0) and the
phase modulation u0[k] = 1 � exp(j � �0[k]) of the object
distribution. We consider the selection of an appropriate
algorithm parameters {,�; �}, assuming that �r = �,
r = , �2r = �2 for all r. Then, for noisy data �! ~� =
� � �2, for noiseless data ~� = �, and Step 5 in (7) takes
the form:

u0;t+1 = [
X
r

A�T
r Ar + ~� � In�n]�1 � (9)X

r

A�T
r (ur;t+1 +�r;t)

4.1. Selection of the algorithm parameters

In this section we present the recommended values of the
algorithm parameters {,�; �} which are found being ac-
ceptable for both AM and PM object distributions, for
different distances and for noisy and noiseless data.
The step-size � > 0 should be close, but not larger

than 1. Its optimal values vary a little depending on other
experiment parameters. The recommended value is � =
1.
The regularization parameter ~� should be increased

for larger values of d. It is found also that for PM the
regularization parameter ~� should be in order larger than
for AM . In general, it is convenient to use ~� starting
from values 10�3=10�2 in case of noisy data (or ~� =
5 � 10�5=5 � 10�3 in case of noiseless data) for AM=PM ,
respectively.
It is recommended to use  = 10� 20 and take larger

values for z1 > zf . In our experiments we �x  = 10 for
all types of the object distributions.

4.2. Convergence and wave �eld reconstruction accu-
racy

Let us consider the algorithm performance both for noise-
less (� = 0) or noisy data (� = 0:05) for the parame-

Figure 2. The comparison of the object wave �eld recon-
struction for � = 0, K = 5, AM: The �rst column is
obtained by AL, ~� = 10�4: (a) amplitude reconstruc-
tion jû0j, RMSE = 0:046, (c) phase reconstruction �̂0,
RMSE = 0:1. The second column is obtained by SB-
MIR: (b) amplitude reconstruction jû0j,RMSE = 0:088,
(d) phase reconstruction �̂0, RMSE = 0:24.

ters {,�; �} selected as discussed above. The observa-
tions or are always generated using Discrete Diffraction
Transform (DDT) for the forward propagation modeling
because DDT modeling is precise for pixelated sensor and
object distributions.
The comparison is produced versus the single-beam

multiple-intensity phase reconstruction (SBMIR) algorithm
originated in [3]. The unknown object wave �eld is recon-
structed as a complex-valued distribution assuming that
we do not have prior information on the object type, so
the amplitude and phase of the modulated object are re-
covered.

4.2.1. Gray-scale "lena" test image

Imaging of the reconstructed amplitude jû0j and phase �̂0
at the object plane is shown in Fig.2. These results are
given for the amplitude modulation of the object distribu-
tion. The accuracy of the AL algorithm for both amplitude
and phase reconstructions is approximately twice better
in RMSE values than the accuracy of the SBMIR algo-
rithm. Visually, the advantage of the AL algorithm is well
seen for the amplitude reconstruction. The SBMIR recon-
struction of the amplitude is corrupted by artifacts parallel
to the image borders damaging visualization. There are
no such artifacts in the AL imaging.

4.2.2. Binary "chessboard" test chart

If the number of measurement planes K is small (say,
K = 3 or 5) an advantage of the AL algorithm is clear.



Figure 3. The comparison of the object wave �eld recon-
struction for � = 0:05, K = 5, PM . The �rst column
is obtained by AL, ~� = 0:01: (a) amplitude reconstruc-
tion jû0j, RMSE = 0:26, (c) phase reconstruction �̂0,
RMSE = 0:36. The second column is obtained by SB-
MIR: (b) amplitude reconstruction jû0j, RMSE = 0:34,
(d) phase reconstruction �̂0, RMSE = 0:9.

For example, in Fig.3 we compare the wave �eld recon-
struction for the phase modulated binary test image. We
consider the case of noisy data (� = 0:05) for K = 5. It
is seen that the AL algorithm demonstrates quite clear and
sharp results (left column), while the SBMIR reconstruc-
tion is blurred and signi�cantly destroyed (right column).
The RMSE values for the amplitude jû0j and phase �̂0
are high because of the large errors on the borders of the
blocks of the chessboard. Nevertheless, the reconstruction
accuracy both for the amplitude and phase is much better
for the AL algorithm.
The convergence rates of the AL algorithm for the ob-

ject and sensor planes are illustrated in Fig.4. The accu-
racy of reconstruction is considered with calculation of
RMSE for the phases and amplitudes separately. For
the measurement planes the mean value and the standard
deviation of RMSE are calculated over the K planes.
The solid curves, which are labeled as Er(RMSE(jurj))
and Er(RMSE(�r)), correspond to the mean value of
RMSE for the amplitude and the phase, respectively. The
vertical intervals around these curves show the standard
deviations of the corresponding RMSEs. The conver-
gence in both the mean value and the standard deviation
for RMSE(jurj) con�rms the convergence of the ampli-
tude reconstruction at the sensor planes. For the phase the
situation is more complex, because there is convergence
in the mean value of Er(RMSE(�r)) while we can see
the divergence in the corresponding standard deviation.
It is found that a larger number of the observation
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Figure 4. The convergence rate of the AL algorithm for
the complex-valued wave �eld reconstruction at the object
and sensor planes, obtained using the AL algorithm for
� = 0:05, PM , ~� = 0:01. For the sensor planes the mean
values and the standard deviations ofRMSE overK = 5
for the amplitude and phase are calculated.

planesK results in monotonically better convergence rate
and better accuracy. The relative improvement is espe-
cially valuable for small K and not so essential for larger
K. For instance, two additional planes from K = 3 to
K = 5 improves the accuracy in RMSE values by ap-
proximately 70%=30% for the reconstruction of the am-
plitude/phase, respectively. Five more planes (from K =
5 to K = 10) results in the improvement by approxi-
mately 40%=25% for AM=PM respectively. A further
increasing ofK does not give essential effects.

4.2.3. "Mexican Hat"

Note that both "lena" and "chessboard" are examples of
discontinuous non-smooth distributions. In contrast to it
here we consider experiments produced for the continuous
smooth test-image "Mexican Hat", which is used to de�ne
the phase for PM of the object distribution. In Fig. 5 we
show the normalized true phase and two reconstructions,
obtained by the AL and SBMIR algorithms,�z = 3mm.
The advantage of the AL algorithm is obvious. The con-
vergence rate is illustrated in Fig. 6 with the number of
iterations up to 1000.
It is shown that the AL algorithm converges much faster

than SBMIR and gives essentially better result. The al-
most full bell and the hollow of Mexican Hat are recon-
structed by AL (Fig.5(b)). However, there are signi�cant
errors on the borders in the AL and SBMIR reconstruc-



Figure 5. The reconstruction of the smooth object phase
PM ,K = 5, � = 0:05, 1000 iterations,�z = 3mm: (a)
the normalized true image (Mexican Hat, see Eq.(8)) and
the normalized reconstructions of the phase, obtained by
(b) the AL algorithm, ~� = 0:01, RMSE = 0:16, (c) the
SBMIR algorithm, RMSE = 0:43.

tions. Overall the SBMIR reconstruction is much worse
in terms of the accuracy and the convergence rate.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work we present a novel variational formulation of
the phase retrieval problem. Being the maximum likeli-
hood style this setting takes into consideration the noise
distribution and the prior information on the wave �eld to
be recovered.
Based on the augmented Lagrangian technique we de-
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Figure 6. The convergence rate of the AL (~� = 0:01) and
SBMIR algorithm for the phase reconstruction (Mexican
Hat).

veloped the recursive constrain optimization algorithm for
the amplitude and phase reconstruction assuming that the
object distribution is complex valued. This approach can
be further developed for reconstruction of the only ampli-
tude or phase modulated objects.
Multiple numerical experiments demonstrate a good

performance of the developed algorithm and its advantage
over the one of the best in this �eld, the SBMIR algo-
rithm. The selection of the parameters of the AL algo-
rithm is analyzed. The algorithm demonstrates a fast con-
vergence rate, and a good accuracy and imaging for the
phase and amplitude wave �eld reconstruction for noise-
less and noise observation data.
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